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Book 58: Jog and Jump

(Text Level Code 94)

Written by Francis Morgan, Illustrated by Josephine Lai

Jog and Jump

New Sound
- / j/
New Words
- jam, jog, jump, up, fast, cup
Review Words
- cub, camp, can, cat
Plot Summary
After breakfast in Cub Camp, Mit, Mat and Nat jog up
a hill. Then they join in some races. Nat gets disqualified
from the jogging race, but wins the long jump. Mat wins
a jar of jam in the swimming race. Mat drops the jar on
the floor, but the cat licks up the spilled jam.
Story Questions (Comprehension)
1. page 2: What did Nat offer Mit and Mat for 		
breakfast?
2. page 7: How did Mat feel after jogging up the hill?
3. page 9: Why did Nat not win the jogging race?
4. page 19: How did Nat win a big cup?
5. page 13: What did Mat win in the swimming race?

Each new word throughout the program is repeated at
least five times in the book in which it first appears and
five more times in the next ten books.
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“Get up, Mit. We need to meet Nat.
Nat was up with the sun.”

“Who needs jam?
Fill up with this hot dog, Mit.”
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“I will get jam on a hot dog.
Cub camp is fun!”

“The sun is hot. I need a hat.”
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“We can jog up this big hill.
Mat will need to run fast.”

“I can see the cubs run and jump.
Can we see if we can win? ”
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“Ask Sam if we can jog to win a cup.
I can jog fast.”

“Get set, go!” said Sam.
“I can jog fast.
I jog fast to win the cup.”
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“No, Nat did not win the cup.
Nat needs to jog.
He can not jump.”

“Nat can win a bigger cup.
He needs to jump up to
Ed the Dog to win.”
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“He did it! Nat will win a cup.
Nat did a big jump.”

“Who will win the swim?
See Mat jump in the pond.
See Mit jump in.”
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“Mat is fast. He will win the swim.
Mat will win the jam.”

“The jam fell. What a mess!” Said Mat.
“The jam will fill up the cat,” said Nat.
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